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Community Meeting re Margeson Drive 

Over 60 years ago, my dad, Harold T. Barrett, told me “Nothing happens in Beaver Bank– 

Sackville unless the people in downtown Halifax agree”. 

 

For over 60 years I have personally watched the “city slickers” do everything in their power to 

destroy any good proposal for our area. For instance, when Halifax County Council passed the 

proposed Margeson Drive, the downtown crowd just took it out—so much for democracy. In 

fact, they did it twice—in 1986 when the County Council voted unanimously for Margeson 

Drive, and again in 2002, after the citizens of Beaver Bank not only had the proposed road on 

the planning maps, but also had an environmental study and follow-up. The “city slickers” once 

again, shot it down. I think shutting it down without a public meeting in Beaver Bank is 

downtown Halifax up to its old tricks of controlling everything in Halifax County so they can put 

in place the “feudal system” where everyone has to rent and downtown calls the shots. I’m 

surprised that our Premier has the guts to take on our downtown crowd. 

 

By the same token, the city slickers (meaning city people who think anyone from the country is 

stupid) had no problem removing our Community Policing Officer or putting in our area the City 

Jail, City Dump, and Stormwater Charge so Halifax County residents are forced to pay for most 

of Halifax’s water treatment costs plus the cost of replacing the 100+-year-old water and sewer 

pipes. Pay over a tenth of a billion dollars to destroy a perfectly good interchange leaving very 

little capital for the rest of Halifax County for affordable homes. Plus paying millions for bike 

lanes while forcing the County to pay for these bike lanes. Up to 1% of the population uses 

these bike lanes and only in the summertime, plus destroying parking spaces, trees, small 

businesses, etc. and forcing the costs of snowplowing and snow removal costs through the roof. 

And cyclists don’t even have insurance or pay anything for the lanes. 

 

Four years ago, when I was told by HRM to shut down the flea market in front of our operation, 

I said it looks like I will have to fix up the shoulder of the road again. I was told by our local 

Councillor that HRM will do that, but for the last four years I have personally graded this section 

each spring and fall so it’s safe to pull onto the shoulder. HRM has not done anything about it. 

In fact, at 84 years old, I am finding it harder to doze and rake. I waited until 15 December 2022 

so HRM would have lots of time to grade the shoulder (pictures enclosed). HRM did nothing. I 

did the work. 
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I was surprised when Halifax allowed the interchange from Highway 101 to Highway 1 in 

Middle Sackville ($25 million) until I learned why they agreed to allot this money. It would be 

enlightening for all of you to find this out for yourselves. 

 

What steps did the Government of Nova Scotia take before declaring the Beaver Bank Bypass 

“Null and Void” on March 16, 2002? Or was it done by the city slickers of downtown Halifax 

with no public meeting in Beaver Bank? 

 

Before 1974 there was basically no zoning in NS; almost all controversial community proposals 

ended up on the provincial government’s desk, like City Dump. They didn’t want to deal with it 

so, they passed a law that all of our area had to be zoned. The end result was that Public 

Participation Committees were formed for each community in our area to help make the rules 

for development with the law stating that each plan had to be reassessed at the end of a 10-

year period. 

 

1978–1982 Lower Sackville. Our mill yard was part of Sackville planning area at that time. The 

consensus was to leave everything as it was. Our mill yard was to be zoned Forestry as it was 

being used for that. Just before the final meeting of County Council in 1978, the planners (likely 

behind closed doors) zoned 25% of our mill yard “single family residential”. It took me 10 years 

to get our complete property back to Forestry. In the 1980s we asked the Nova Scotia 

Legislature to put BLC back in Beaver Bank (as our mill had been for over 150 years), which they 

did. 

 

In 1989, Barrett Enterprises Ltd. (BEL; my personal family) committed to buy 770 acres 

between the railway and Tucker Lake to protect the right-of-way for Margeson Drive. BEL, 

Barrett Lumber Company, and the Barrett Family have continued our policy of building forest 

extraction roads that Beaver Bankers and others could enjoy for recreation, e.g., fishing, 

hunting, boating, walking, with a written and signed legal contract to help protect this land. 
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DB observations of HRM Bypasses: 

1. In the 1960s before Highway 101 there was a citizen of Sackville killed each year on 

Sackville Drive. I don’t know of any deaths on Sackville Drive since the 101 was built in 

the 1970s. 

2. It took approximately 10 years to get the 107 Bypass for Dartmouth built because there 

was no previous planning of the alignment. 

3. At the founding meeting of the Public Participation Committee (PPC) at the Beaver 

Bank–Kinsac school in 1982, the main concern was the traffic on Beaver Bank Road. The 

PPC proposed a bypass, and this was passed by full Council of Halifax County in 1986. 

4. About 6 months later, the planner who had helped at the PPC meeting approached me 

at a public meeting and said, “David, you know the proposed bypass for Beaver Bank 

that the County passed—when it went downtown, they took it out.” So much for 

democracy in downtown Halifax. 

5. From 1992 to 1996, following the NS law, we had another PPC. At that time, the citizens 

of Beaver Bank really fought to have Margeson Drive (Beaver Bank Bypass) reinstated 

and made a high priority, which it was. The community pushed for and received an 

environmental and engineering study. In the mid 1990s Halifax took over Halifax County. 

In 2002 the people downtown declared the plan null and void. 

6. During the Beaver Bank/Middle Sackville/Hammonds Plains PPC, of which I was part, I 

never missed a meeting because I didn’t trust the planners who were supposed to help 

us. At the last meeting, after four years, the planner brought forth a number of changes 

from downtown Halifax, which the committee hadn’t seen before. I asked the planner if 

she was going to inform the landowners because the proposed changes were going to 

affect them. Her reply was to the effect: “We’ve been meeting for four years. The land 

owners could have come and had their input.” But she saw no need to inform them or 

discuss the changes with them. The committee members talked until quitting time. The 

planner’s last words were: “Next time, the planning will be done downtown and we’ll 

get it passed then.” I went to the 2006 planning meeting and it was a waste of time—

the planners had come to the meeting with their minds made up. Since HRM took over 

we have never had a Public Participation Committee in Beaver Bank. In my opinion, the 

downtown crowd railroaded their values over Beaver Bankers values. The planners just 

show up to be able to say that the community has been consulted, like they did in 2006. 

I went to the meetings then and was never told that downtown Halifax planned to only 
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allow houses to be built on 40% of the land in Beaver Bank. (So much for affordable 

homes.) 

 

City Hall makes me think of Putin, the Russian dictator, who says anything, then does as he 

pleases. Halifax took over Halifax County without any input from County residents, saying that 

the move will save the County money. Since then, the downtown crowd has raised tases on 

everything in the County: 

• Property taxes; 

• Fees for everything they can think of; 

• Ditch taxes; 

• Ditch culverts; 

• Many more, too numerous to mention; and  

• Here in 2023, they are still at it. 

 

The original Halifax is turning into the feudal system of the Middle Ages where the Lords 

own the homes and everyone else has to rent, which means the tenants can be put on the 

street at any time, like the Scottish Highland Clearances in the 1700s and 1800s. They are 

making it so a very large portion of Halifax County residents can’t afford homes and have to live 

on the streets of Halifax, Dartmouth and Sackville.  

 

I can go on… the planners can do musical chairs—work for Halifax City then a local 

developer, then the city, then a local developer. I hope I’m wrong (but I don’t think so) that 

Nova Scotia will be in a major depression in 2029 because of the poor financial management of 

Halifax such as spending over one-tenth of a billion dollars to tear down the functioning 

Cogswell Interchange, and millions for bike lanes, and tax the heck out of the rest of us to pay 

for these photo ops, with more to come. 

 

If the prospective mayor and councillors in the next municipal election will run on an 

anti-tax and anti-regulation platform, I will support them financially and speak on their behalf if 

they want me to. 

 

David F. Barrett 
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Recommendations: 

1. No more apartments in Beaver Bank until the Beaver Bank bypass are built at Quarry 

Road to Windgate Road. 

2. Don’t approve small lots or larger developments in Beaver Bank until the Beaver Bank 

Bypass is built to Galloway Drive. 
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